National Distributor of the Year, 2019 Nomination

Through his years of service to the industry and his Chapter, this nominee has become a Trusted Advisor that can be called on as a voice of reasoning on high level matters that concern the welfare of his Chapter. Due to his broad involvement in many areas of the work in his Chapter, he has gained first hand insight to many of its driving issues. Over the years this nominee has served in many capacities that has qualified him to be a Trusted Advisor, for Leadership, some of these roles include;

- Multiple years as Board of Directors Member
- Board Officer, Secretary
- Board Officer, 1st Vice President
- Board Officer, Chairman

For Boots on the Ground this nominee has also worked in several of his Chapter Committees for multiple years including;

- Membership
- Marketing
- Cutting Edge Education
- Nominating
- Finance

The evidence of his participation also shows by the Awards he and his company have won locally at his Chapter Level including;

- President’s Award
- Membership Recruitment Award
- Multiple Supplier of the Year Award

This Nominee and his Company have always been a Major financial sponsor to his Chapter. This Nominee continues to recruit new Members to his Chapter, not just for the Chapter’s sake but to help those he has recruited. This Nominee and his Company proudly post the NARI Logo and promote the NARI organization in their place of business. This Nominee and his Company host NARI related meetings at their place of business. This Nominee has successfully raised sponsorship dollars for his Chapter on a continual basis and helped recruit speakers and teachers for Chapter events. This Nominee, through his Company Staff has provided NARI volunteers for Chapter Committees and Events. This Nominee and his Company have donated building materials to various community projects. Currently this Nominee is working with the Chapter Treasurer to create a matrix of tangible and intangible assets for a fair market valuation of his local chapter. In 2018, this Nominee personally served as a Member on the Chapter Board of Directors and he worked in the very successful Cutting Edge Education Committee. In 2018, his Company was one of its Chapter’s Major Sponsors. When asked how much money they’ve sponsored or raised over the years, his response was; “I’m not really sure, it’s not as important as to how much we’ve enjoyed and benefited in our association with NARI Atlanta”

Ladies and Gentlemen, I hereby nominate;
Larry Hazenfield of PMC Building Materials of the NARI Atlanta Chapter

Mark Galey, MCR, CRPM, CAPS
President, Master Home Remodelers
2019 President, NARI Atlanta
January 25, 2019

To Whom It May Concern:

It is my pleasure to support PMC Building Materials, LLC for NARI National recognition as Distributor of the Year. PMC has been a vital part of our business for the past 22+ years. We have confidently relied upon them for providing quality materials, exceptional customer service, accurate detail in quotations and merchandise recommendations for our client projects. As a board member for Rebuilding Together Atlanta, we could depend on PMC to assist us with donated materials to restore safe and healthy living conditions through home repairs for the low-income elderly, disabled and veteran homeowners in the Atlanta community. I truly believe PMC deserves to be honored as NARI’s Distributor of the Year.

Sincerely,

H. Dale Contant, MCR, CRPM, UDCP
President
DBD Renovations LLC
Thomas F. Drew

To Whom It May Concern:

As a contractor for the last 10 years, I have found Larry Hazenfield to be exemplary in his commitment in serving DBD Renovations when doing business with PMC. He oversees orders from start to finish and makes himself available when my assigned outside sales person is in the field and unavailable. His engaging personality makes it a pleasure doing business. I look forward to many more years of working together.

Best regards,
Thomas Drew, GC, CR